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0. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to prove some results about global existence in
time and asymptotic behavior for the radially symmetric solutions of a
Stefan problem with surface tension arising in phase change theory.
First of all I briefly describe the physical problem.
 .Consider a material in which two phases coexist say liquid and solid .
The classical Stefan formulation of phase change phenomena for an
isolated body occupying an open set V of the n-dimensional euclidean
n  .  .space R is the following: find two functions u x, t and u x, t , with1 2
 .  .domains V t and V t which, for all admissible t, are two open sets1 2
 .  .  .such that V t l V t s B, V t j V t _­ V s V, and find a hy- .  .1 2 1 2
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 .  .persurface G t s V t l V t _­ V such that .  .1 2
k Du y cu s 0 in V , 0.1 .Ä1 1 t 1 1
k Du y cu s 0 in V , 0.1 .Ä2 2 t 2 2
u s u s 0, 0.2 .1 ¬ 2 ¬G G
L¨ y t s k = u y = u ? n in G , 0.3 .  .  . . ÃH x 1 x 2
q initial and boundary data . 0.4 .  .
Here u and u are the reduced temperatures of the solid and the liquid1 2
portions, respectively i.e., the absolute temperature minus the tempera-
.ture of the phase change ; k is the thermal conductivity of the material; cÄ
is the product between the specific heat and the density, considered equal
for the solid and the liquid portion; L is the product between the latent
  ..heat of the phase transition and the density; ¨ y t is the normalH
 .  .  .  .velocity of the front G t at the point y t g G t ; and finally n t is theÃ
normal unit vector oriented from solid to liquid.
Yet, this model presents more than one inconvenience, e.g., it is not
capable of reproducing such macroscopic phenomena as superheating or
supercooling effects, which are observable even in the simplest case we can
 .imagine, i.e., the phase transition from water to ice or vice versa .
So, in order to investigate physical phenomena in a less approximated
way, it is necessary to consider a more sophisticated model.
 wBy Thermodynamics' and Statistical Mechanics' arguments see 4, 10,
x.  .11, 18 , in some cases we are led to substitute relation 0.2 with the
so-called static Gibbs]Thomson relation,
u y t , t s u y t , t s yhx y t , G.T. .  .  .  . .  .  .1 2 ¬  t .G
 .  .   ..where y t g G t and x y t is the sum of the principal curvatures of¬ G
 .  .  .G t in y t , taken as positive if the convexity of G at y t is toward V2
 .the liquid portion ; here h is a positive constant, usually considered very
little, which is related to the surface tension effects on the interface G.
This relation takes into account the contribution of the interfacial
energy to the total energy balance, a contribution which is considered
negligible in the classical model; it also introduces superheating and
supercooling effects even in the equilibrium configuration.
For further considerations about the physical model and for other
 .  .models which use G.T. or, instead, find it as a consequence I refer the
w xreader to the works previously quoted, to 1]3, 14, 15 , and to the
references quoted there.
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I want to remark that many interesting results were obtained on prob-
 .  .  .  .  . w xlem 0.1 , 0.1 , G.T. , 0.3 , 0.4 ; among them I recall 21 , in which a1 2
weak formulation of the general N-dimensional problem was studied, and
w x the work of Luckhaus 13 , in which a class of weak solutions which are
.called Liapunov solutions are found in the general multi-dimensional
w x  .case; I quote also 22 in which, in the radially symmetric case, G.T. was
substituted with the so-called kinetic Gibbs]Thomson relation, which in-
volves the time derivative at the free boundary, too, and is physically more
pregnant in some cases; a variational formulation of the problem was given
and existence results were found by means of a Faedo]Galerkin approxi-
mation scheme and by compactness methods. In this context are of interest
w xalso the results obtained in 5 , where local existence and uniqueness of
solutions for the kinetic undercooling case are studied.
wFor other interesting approaches see the literature quoted in 6, 16, 18,
x21, 22 .
The plan of the paper is the following: in Section 1, I fix the notation,
state the problem, and give a local existence result, which is essentially a
w xgeneralization of some arguments used in 20 ; eventually, in Corollary 1.6
a sufficient conditions for global existence in time is stated and proved
 .Corollary 1.6 . In Section 2, using Corollary 1.6, global existence in time is
 .proved when the source terms are null Theorem 2.12 ; here some techni-
cal difficulties arise, for the maximum principle cannot be applied directly
to get a lower bound for the first order space derivative at the interface.
Therefore it is necessary to have some further information about the
growth of the initial and boundary data, and it is worth making some
 .hypotheses on them Assumption C . It should be remarked that these
hypotheses play the role of the positivity-negativity assumptions on data
which are often used for global in time results in the classical case with
zero reduced temperature at the interface. Finally, in Section 3 the
asymptotic behavior of the global solutions when t ª q` is studied. The
main result in this context is Theorem 3.1.
1. NOTATION, PRELIMINARY RESULTS, AND LOCAL IN
TIME EXISTENCE
First of all I fix the notation.
nIf A ; R , then A is the closure of A with respect to the usual topology
of Rn. Let B ; A, and let f : A ª R be a real function; denote with f ¬ B
the restriction of f to B.
M n .With C V , V ; R an open set, M a natural number, I denote the
space of real functions, defined on V, which are uniformly continuous with
their derivatives up to order M, endowed with the usual norm, denoted
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A Awith ? . I indistinctly use the notation u or ­ ur­ z to denote theM , V z
partial derivative of a function u with respect to the real variable z, even if
the first one is preferred, and the second one is used only to avoid
Ç .misunderstanding cases in notation; sometimes I write k t to mean
 . .dkrdt t .
1, 0 n .C O , O an open set in R = R , is the Banach space of all uniformlyx t
continuous functions with domain O which have all the first order x-de-
0qn  .rivatives uniformly continuous. C V , 0 - n F 1, is the Banach space
of uniformly n-Holder continuous real functions u, for which the followingÈ
seminorm is finite:
u x y u y .  .
 :u s sup .n , V n< <x y yx , ygV
The norm is
A A A A  :u s u q u ;n , V 0, V n , V
in the case n s 1 we say that u is uniformly Lipschitz continuous.
Mq n  .C V , M G 1 a natural number, 0 - n F 1, is the Banach space of
M  .the functions of C V such that the derivatives of order M are uniformly
n-Holder continuous in the case n s 1 we say that all the derivatives ofÈ
.order M are uniformly Lipschitz continuous ; it is endowed with the norm
A A A A  a :u s u q D u .Mq n , V M , V n , V
5 5a sM
n  . 1qn w x.Supposing T ) 0, set for the sake of simplicity S T [ C 0, T ,
0 . 1w x.S T [ C 0, T .
 .  .Consider the open two dimensional cylinder Q s a, b = 0, T ; theT
n , n r2 .unisotropic Holder space C Q , 0 - n F 1, is the space of functionsÈ T
u for which the following norm is finite,
Xu x , t y u x , t .  .n .A A A Au s u q supQ 0, V nXT < <X x y x .  .x , x g a , b ; tg 0, T
Xu x , t y u x , t .  .
q sup
n r2X
X < <t y t .  .xg a , b ; t , t g 0, t
2 Mqn , Mqn r2 w x  .see 11 for the general space C Q which I actually do notT
.use in this paper .
 . 0 .  .  . w xFor T g 0, q` , r, s g S T , and r t - s t for all t in 0, T ,
define
D r , s [ x , t : r t - x - s t , t g 0, T . 4 .  .  .  .  .T
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M  .  Mq n  . .Denote with C V C V , 0 - n F 1, respectively the space of
M MqnÄ Ä Ä .   . .functions u such that u g C V u g C V , respectively ;V whose
closure is contained in V.
0 .  . w xLet s g S T , s t ) 0 ; t g 0, T , and 0 - b F 1; set z s xrs. Then
 . b , b r2  ..  .   . .u x, t g C D 0, s if and only if u z, t [ u zs t , t gÄT
b , b r2 .  ..C 0, 1 = 0, T .
M  .Let q G 1 and V be an open set; I denote with W V the space ofq
measurable functions with domain in V which have generalized partial
q .derivatives in L V up to order M, and endow it with the usual norm,
5 5 N .denoted with ? .q, V
 .Let s s M q s , s g 0, 1 , q G 1, and V be a bounded open set.Ä Ä
s . M  .Define W V as the space of functions in W V such that the followingq q
seminorm is finite:
1rqqa aD u x y D u y .  .Mqs .Ä< <u s dx dy .q , V H qsqnÄ< <x y yV=V< <a sM
 s. MqsÄ . M .s . 5 5 < < 5 5W V is a Banach space with norm u s u q u .q, V q, V q, Vq
2 M , M  i  ..Finally I introduce the unisotropic Sobolev space W D r, s asq T
 .the Banach space of all measurable functions u x, t having as domain
i  . mq 2 n m 2 n q i  ..D r, s and such that ­ ur­ t ­ x g L D r, s for all n, mT T
 .natural numbers such that m q n F M q G 1, i s 1, 2 . The norm is
mq 2 n­ u2 M , M .5 5u s .q , D  r , s .T m 2 n q  ..L D r , s­ t ­ x TmqnFM
Whenever there is no possibility of misunderstanding, I often omit to
specify the domains in the notation of norms.
 .As announced in the Introduction, I am now concerned with 0.1 ,1
 .  .  .  .  .0.1 , G.T. , 0.3 , 0.4 in the radially symmetric case N G 2 . Thus, now2
 .the free boundary G t is a N-dimensional hypersphere, and the domains
 .  .V t and V t are two spherical N-dimensional annuli:1 2
N < <G t s x g R : x s y t , 4 .  .
N < <V s x g R : l - x - y t , . 41 1
N < <V s x g R : y t - x - l . . 42 2
I consider initial and boundary data having spherical symmetry and solu-
tions u and u depending only on t and on the radial coordinate r.1 2
Furthermore, it is worth remarking that in this paper only Dirichlet
 .boundary conditions are considered see Remark 2.1 .
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 .After a suitable homothetic transformation of the x, t -space, and
 .denoting with y t the radius of the hypersphere representing the free
 .  .  .  .  .boundary at time t, 0.1 , 0.1 , G.T. , 0.3 , 0.4 become1 2
N y 1
L u s u q u y cu s 0, 0 - l - r - y t ; 1.1 .  .1 1 r r 1 r 1 t 1 1r
N y 1
L u s u q u y cu s 0, y t - r - l ; 1.1 .  .2 2 r r 2 r 2 t 2 2r
h
u y t , t s y ; 1.2 .  . .i y t .
y 0 s y , l - y - l ; 1.3 .  .0 1 0 2 1
y t s u y t , t y u y t , t ; 1.3 .  .  .  . .  .Ç 1 r 2 r 2
u r , 0 s f r in l F r F y 0 and y 0 F r F l resp.; 1.4 4  4 .  .  .  .  .i i 1 2
u l , t s g t , 1.5 .  .  .i i i
with i s 1, 2; here c and h are positive constants, and h is generally
considered g 1. Indeed, in this section I give a local in time existence
result for the more general problem of non-zero source terms, and in the
subsequent two sections I study global existence and asymptotic behavior
when these terms are null.
After a translation of length l along the x-axis, and setting, with a little1
abuse of notation,
N y 1
L x , t , ­ , ­ u s u q u y cu , .x t x x x tx q l1
the more general problem, for which a local in time existence theorem is
proved, can be formulated as follows.
 .Find a 4-tuple T , s, u , u such that1 2
 .i 0 - T - q`;
 . 0 .  .  .ii s g S T , s 0 s b, 0 - s t - L , for 0 - t - T ;2
 . 2, 1 1  ..  . 1  .  .iii u g W D s , L x, t, ­ , ­ u s f in D s [ D 0, s ,1 1 q T x t 1 1 T T
 .  .  .  .  .  .u x, 0 s f x in 0, b , u 0, t s g t in 0, T ;1 1 1 1
 . 2, 1 2  ..  . 2  . iii u g W D s , L x, t, ­ , ­ u s f in D s [ D s,2 2 q T x t 2 2 T T
.  .  .  .  .  .  .L , u x, 0 s f x in b, L , u L , t s g t in 0, T ;2 2 2 2 2 2 2
 .   . .   .. w .iv u s t , t s yhr l q s t , in 0, T , i s 1, 2;i 1
 .  .   . .   . . w .v s t s u s t , t y u s t , t , in 0, T ;Ç 1 x 2 x
1, 0 i i i 0 i q i .  .  .  .vi u g C D , u , u g C D l L D , q G 1, i s 1, 2,i T x x t T T
 .where L [ l y l , b [ y 0 y l are positive numbers.2 2 1 1
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 .1.1. DEFINITION. The problem, ``find a 4-tuple T , s, u , u such that1 2
 .  .  . 1w ..i ] vi hold'' is called Problem P. A 3-tuple s, u , u , with s g C 0, q`1 2
 .is said to be a global solution of Problem P if, for all T g 0, q` , the
 .i4-tuple T , s , u , i s 1, 2 is a solution of Problem P.<t - T 4 i ¬ D  s .T ¬t - T 4
I now state the local in time existence result.
1.2. THEOREM. Let q ) 3. Suppose the source terms f i belong to
q .  ..  .L 0, L = 0, T for a certain T ) 0 i s 1, 2 , the initial data f and f2 1 2
2y2r q . 2y2r q .belong to W 0, b and W b, L , respecti¨ ely, and that the fixedq q 2
1y1r2 q .boundary data g and g are elements of W 0, T . Then there exists a1 2 q
2, 1 i .  .  .  .solution T , s, u , u of i ] v with T F T , with u belonging to W D ,1 2 i q T
hr2 .  .i s 1, 2, and such that s g S T , where h [ q y 3 rq. Further, if
 X X X . X XT , s , u , u is another solution, then s s s and u s u , i s 1, 2. Supposing1 2 i i
h, hr2 .  ..  .finally that f g C 0, L = 0, T , then also iv is fulfilled and thus2
 .T , s, u , u is a solution of Problem P.1 2
In order to prove this theorem some auxiliary results are needed. First
 .  .of all set, for simplicity of notation, D s [ D 0, s ; then the followingT T
result is available:
1.3. LEMMA. Suppose q ) 3, T ) 0, l ) 0, b - l - L , and set h s q2
. q .  .. 2y2r q .y 3 rq; let f g L 0, L = 0, T , f g W 0, b , and g g2 q
1y1r2 q .  .  .  .  .W 0, T , with g 0 s f 0 and f b s yhr b q l . Then if s gq 1
0 .  . w xS T is such that l F s t F l for all t g 0, T , the following two assertions
hold:
 .1 the initial-boundary problem
 .  .a L u s f in D s ,T
 .  .  .b u x, 0 s f x ,
 .   . .   . .  .  .g u s t , t s yhr s t q l , u 0, t s g t1
2, 1  ..has got one and only one solution in W D s ; in particular, this solutionq T
1, 0 hr2 .   . .  .belongs to C D s . Furthermore, u s t , t g S T . .T x
 .2 The operator
F : W 2y2r q 0, b = W 1y1r2 q 0, T .  .q q
0 hr2w x= s g S T : l F s t F l ; t g 0, T ª S T .  .  . 4
 .. .   . .defined by F g, f, s t [ u s t , t maps bounded sets of its domain inx
hr2 . w .bounded sets of S T and, for all g in 0, hr2 it is continuous from its
g  .  .domain to S T endowed with its usual topology. Furthermore, if g, f, s
 X X X .and g , f , s belong to a bounded set J of the domain of F, then there
exists a non-negati¨ e number k , depending only on J, such that for all t in0
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 .0,T the following estimate holds:
X X X
F g , f , s y F g , f , s .  . .  .  .0, 0, t
2y2r q. 1y1r q.X X X
q5 5 5 5 5 5F k s y s q f y f q g y g .Ç Ç L 0 , t . q , 0 , b. q , 0 , T .0
 .  .The same results hold if we substitute e¨erywhere D s with D s, L , if weT T 2
2y2r q . 2y2r q .suppose that f g W b, L , and finally take W b, L =q 2 q 2
1y1r2 q 0 .   .  . w x4W 0, T = s g S T : l F s t F l ; t g 0, T as the domain of theq
operator F.
 .Proof. Perform the following change of variables: z s xs t , which is
 .always well defined because 0 - l F s t F l, and state the problem in
terms of the new variable z.
 .   . . 2Define ¨ z, t [ u zs t , t , and notice that u s ¨ rs, u s ¨ rs ,x z x x z z
Ä Ä .   . .  .   ..u s ¨ y zssr¨ . Then, setting f z, t [ f zs t , t and f x [ f zs 0 ,Çt t z
 .  .  .a , b , g are equivalent to:
X Ä 2 .  .  .  .  .a L z, t, ­ , ­ ¨ s ¨ y 1rs ¨ y N y 1 r sz q l q szrÇz t t z z 1
Ä.  .  .s ¨ s f in 0, 1 = 0, T ,z
X Ä .  .  .b ¨ z, 0 s f x ,
 X.  .   . .  .  .g ¨ 1, t s yhr s t q l , ¨ 0, t s g t .1
 . w xAssertion 1 is a direct consequence of 11, Theorem 9.1, p. 341 and of
the corollary which immediately follows it. In order to prove the first part
 . w xof assertion 2 , by 9, hint to Exercise 1.5.9, p. 38 it is enough to prove
first that F maps bounded sets of the domain into bounded sets of
hr2 . 0 .S T , and second, that is it continuous from its domain to S T . The
previously quoted fact are a consequence of two remarks: the first is the
Ä qcontinuous dependence on the L coefficients' L -norm of the solution of
 X.  X.  X . w xa , b , g , and this is proved in 11, Theorem 9.1, p. 341 ; the second
 w x. 2, 1 .is that see the corollary to 11, Theorem 9.1, p. 341 if w is in W 0, 1q
 .. h, hr2 .  .. A A h .= 0, T , then w g C 0, 1 = 0, T , and w F0, 1.=0, T ..z z
5 5 2, 1.c w , with c depending only on T.q, 0, 1.=0, T .
 . XTo get the inequality stated at the end of assertion 2 , suppose ¨ and ¨
 X.  X.  X. Xare solutions to a , b , g with initial boundary data f and f , g and
gX, respectively, and consider the initial-boundary problem solved by ¨ y ¨ X.
w x A Then use again 11, Theorem 9.1 and its corollary to estimate F g, f,
X X X X Ä ÄX 2y2r q.q..  ..A 5 5 5 5s y F g , f , s in terms of s y s q f y f q0, 0, t . L 0, t . q, 0, b.
5 X 5 1y1r q.g y g and, finally, use Poincare inequality.Âq, 0, T .
The assertion stated at the end of the lemma and concerning problem
 .  .  .  .a , b , g in the domain D s, L can be proved in the sameT 2
way. Q.E.D.
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1.4. COROLLARY. Under the same hypotheses of Lemma 1.3, and suppos-
hr2 .w x. h, hr2  ..ing further that s g S T 0, T and that f g C D s , it holds thatT
h, hr2  ..u , u g C D s .t x x T
 .  . 1Proof. It is enough to notice that x, t l z, t is a C -diffeomorphism
 X.  X.such that the t-coordinate is left unchanged and that for a ] g all the
w xhypotheses of 11, Theorem 12.2, p. 224 hold. Q.E.D.
Now I state and prove a result about continuous dependence on the
initial and boundary data of the solutions to Problem P.
1.5. THEOREM. Fix q ) 3, suppose that g , gX belong to a bounded set Ai i i
X1y1r2 q .of W 0, T , i s 1, 2, f and f belong to a bounded set B ofq 1 1 1
2y2r q . X 2y2r q .W 0, b , and f and f belong to a bounded set B of W b, L .q 2 2 2 q 2
 X X X X .Let T , s , u , u be a solution of Problem P with initial and boundary data1 2
X X  .g and f , T , s, u , u is a solution corresponding to initial and boundaryi i 1 2
 X.data g and f , i s 1, 2; finally set T s min T , T . Theni i 0
2y2r q. 1y1r q.X X XA A 5 5 5 5 5s y s F k f y f q g y g ,1, 0 , T . q q , 0 , T .i i i i0
is1, 2
where k is a non-negati¨ e number depending only on T and on the sets A0 i
and B , i s 1, 2.i
 .Proof. First of all notice that assertion 2 of Lemma 1.3 implies the
 .following estimates i s 1, 2 ,
X Xu s t , t y u s t , t .  . .  .  .0, 0, ti x i x
is1, 2
1y1r q.X X i Xi
q5 5 5 5 5 5F k s y s q f y f q g y gÇ Ç L 0 , t . q , 0 , T .0 i i
is1, 2
1rq
t q 2y2r q.X X5 5 5 5F k s y s dt q f y fÇ Ç H ` , 0 , t . q1 i i /0 is1, 2
1y1r q.X5 5q g y g , 1.6 .q , 0 , T .i i i
 .with k , k and the forthcoming k and k non-negative numbers de-0 1 2 3
pending only on T , on A and B , and with 0 - t - T .0 i i 0
 .Now, by the Stefan condition v in Problem P and using the triangle
inequality
X X X5 5s y s F k u s t , t y u s t , t .  . .  .Ç Ç ` , 0 , t .  .0, 0, t2 i x i x /
is1, 2
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 .  .i s 1, 2 . Thus, substituting the latter inequality in formula 1.6 , rising toi
< < qthe qth power, and using the convexity of t ¬ t , the following is true:
tq qX5 5 5 5s y s F k s y s dtÇ Ç Ç Ç` , 0 , t . H ` , 0 , t .3  /0
q
2y2r q. 1y1r q.X X5 5 5 5q k f y f q g y g . q q , 0 , T .2 i i i i
is1, 2
 . 5 5 qThe Gronwall lemma applied to w t [ s y s easily yields theÇ Ç `, 0, t .
thesis. Q.E.D.
 w x.Proof of Theorem 1.2 inspired by 20 . Let u be a positive number
0 .which will be determined below. I endow the space S u with the norm
1. Ç5 5 <  . < A Ah s h 0 q h , which is equivalent to the previously defined`, u 0, 0, u .
one.
 0 .  . 5 5 1.Next consider the closed convex set E s h g S u : h 0 s b, h `, u
4F H q b , with H a positive number which will be fixed below, and let
operator T be defined as
t0 1 2T : E ª S u , T h t s b q u h t , t y u h t , t dt , .  .  .  .  . .  .H x x
0
 .  .  .  .  .where u and u solve a , b , g in D 0, h and D h, l , respectively,1 2 u u 2
 .  .with h t s s t . If u sufficiently little there exist l, L ) 0 such that
 .0 - l - h t - L - l for all h g E and, by Lemma 1.3, T is well defined2
0 .and is a continuous operator. For h in S u I want to estimate
5  . .5T h t . Now, if 0 F t - t F u , by Lemma 1.3 the following chain of`, u 1 2
inequalities holds,
dT h dT h .  .
t y t F u h t , t y u h t , t .  .  .  . .  .1 2 i x 1 1 i x 2 2dt dt is1, 2
hr2< <F c H , u t y t , .2 1 2
 . where c H, u can be chosen depending continuously on u and H notice2
that the continuity property of c depends on the fact that the operator F2
introduced in Lemma 1.3 maps bounded sets into bounded sets; the
.possibility of choosing c G 1 is a trivial fact .2
 .  .  .  . Set F [ u b, 0 y u b, 0 s f b, 0 y f b, 0 the last equality0 1 x 2 x 1 x 2 x
1, 0 i . .holding true because u g C D , i s 1, 2 and choose t s 0, t s t.i T 1 2
<  . . . <  . hr2Thus dT h rdt t F F q c H, u t . Therefore, if H ) F and if u0 2 0
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w .  .x2rh  .is chosen so small that u F H y F rc H, u , it holds that T E ; E.0 2
 .Thus, by the Ascoli]Arzela theorem T E is relatively compact, and theÁ
operator T satisfies all the hypotheses of the Schauder theorem see, e.g.,
w x.23 . There exists then a fixed point s g E and it is straightforward to see
 .that u , s, u , u is a solution of Problem P. The further regularity result1 2
stated at the end of the statement of the theorem is an easy consequence
of Corollary 1.4. Finally, the uniqueness result is implied directly by
Theorem 1.5. Q.E.D.
 .1.6. COROLLARY. Suppose that g : 0, q` ª R is such that g gi i < 0, T .1y1r2 q ..  .W 0, T for all T g 0, q` , i s 1, 2. Suppose further that for e¨ery
 .  .  .T in 0, q` and for e¨ery solution T , s, u , u T - T to Problem P with1 2
hr2 .s g S T the following a priori estimates hold:0
 . A A  .i s F K T , with K a non-negati¨ e function defined on1, 0, T .
 .0, q` ;
Ä Ä . w   .  ..x  .  .ii inf min s t , l y s t ) K T with K T ) 0 for all T in0, T . 2
 .0, q` .
 .Then there exists a global solution T , s, u , u to Problem P, with s gÄ Ä1 2 < t F T
hr s .S T for all T ) 0.
w .Proof. It is enough to show that if a solution exists in 0, t , then a
positive number d can be found such that there exists a solution in
w .  w0, t q d . Now by hypotheses and by the trace theorems see, e.g., 11,
x. i . 2y2r qLemma 3.4, p. 82 , there exist functions f x in W traces of u int q i
i  4  .D s t l t s t i s 1, 2 . Hence, by Theorem 1.2 with initial data . .t
i .f x , i s 1, 2, a local in time extension is obtained which satisfies all thet
regularity requests. Q.E.D.
The following remark will be useful in Section 2.
1.7. Remark. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2 are fulfilled
for Problem P with initial boundary data g , f , n g N, and g , f ,in in i i
 .  .  .respectively i s 1, 2 . Set T , s , u , u and T , s, u , u as the corre-0 n 1n 2 n 0 1 2
sponding solutions and suppose g ª g , f ª f with respect to thein i in i
 .topology of the spaces they belong to i s 1, 2 . Suppose finally that
A As F C, with C not depending on n. In this case Lemma 1.31, 0, T .n 0
 .  .implies that s ª s in S T . Thus, by Theorem 1.5 and setting ¨ z , tn 0 1n 1
  . .  .   . .  .    . .[ u z s t , t , ¨ z , t [ u z s t , t , ¨ z , t [ u z s t y l1n 1 n 1 1 1 1 2 n 2 2 n 2 n 2
.  .    . . . 5 5 i2, 1.q l , t , ¨ z , t [ u z s t y l q l , t , it holds that ¨ y ¨ ªq, Q2 2 2 2 2 2 2 in i T
0, i s 1, 2.
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2. GLOBAL EXISTENCE WHEN THE SOURCE TERMS
ARE NULL
In this section I study global existence in time, in the sense of Definition
 .  .1.1, for problem 1.1 ] 1.5 when the source terms f , i s 1, 2, are1 i
identically zero; the main result in this framework is Theorem 2.12, which
is the consequence of several lemmas.
For the sake of simplicity, only the case N G 3 is studied and I do not
consider here the particular case N s 2; a statement equivalent to Theo-
rem 2.12 can be given for it, and it can be proved in a similar way; yet, the
proofs of the lemmas are slightly different.
As it was mentioned in the Introduction, in order to get the results I use
the sufficient condition stated in Corollary 1.6. In this context some
further regularity for the boundary data is needed: precisely, in Theorem
1w x.2.12 it is suppose that g g C 0, T , i s 1, 2.i
The first step is to prove global existence in stronger regularity hypothe-
ses for g and f , i s 1, 2; this is necessary for us in order to use the strongi i
maximum principle. Setting h as in Lemma 1.3, I first suppose that
1qhr2w x. 2qhw  .x. 2qhw  . x.g g C 0, T , i s 1, 2, f g C l , y 0 , f g C y 0 , l .i 1 1 2 2
For the same reasons, in Lemma 2.4 it is useful to suppose some compati-
bility conditions of order one, and this is because we need as much
regularity in the solutions as to apply the strong maximum principle to
 .­ u r­ r i s 1, 2 . Finally, in Theorem 2.12, using a density argument, I geti
the results when f , i s 1, 2, fulfill the weaker regularity hypotheses oni
the initial data stated in Theorem 1.2. Unfortunately I am not able to get
rid of the hypothesis that g and g are of class C1.1 2
2.1. Remark. One might consider also the case when l s 0; in this1
situation the boundary condition at r s 0 would be Neumann's condition,
as it is natural by the physical viewpoint. Yet, the analysis is technically
different from the Dirichlet case and needs a peculiar treatment, so it is
not considered in this paper.
2.2. Remark. From now on, when it seems necessary to stress the
 .  .dependence of a solution of 1.1 ] 1.5 on h, I add it as an index in the1
notation of the functions involved.
 .  .  .2.3. Remark. Let T , y, u , u be a solution of 1.1 ] 1.5 . Suppose1 2 1
that
h
f r q G 0 in y 0 , l , .  .2 2r
2.0 .
h
w xg t q G 0 in 0, T . .2 l2
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Now notice that the function u q hrr is superparabolic; therefore by2
 .   . .  .2.0 , u q hrr G 0 in its domain. Further, u y t , t q hry t s 0, and2 2
  .. 2 . w xthus u y t G hry t for all t in 0, T .2 r
In the following two lemmas, in order to simplify the notation the index
h is omitted.
1w x. 1qhr2w x.2.4. LEMMA. Suppose that g g C 0, T and g g C 0, T . Let1 2
 .  .  . 2qhw x.T , y, u , u be a solution of 1.1 ] 1.5 , with f g C l , y and1 2 1 1 1 0
2qhw x.  .f g C y , l ; suppose further that the hypothesis 2.0 stated in Re-2 0 2
mark 2.3 holds for u , that f and g satisfy the compatibility conditions of2 i i
 .order 0 at t s 0 i s 1, 2 , and that the following compatibility conditions of
order 1 are fulfilled:
N y 1
f l q f l s cg 0 ; .  .  .Ç2 2 2 2 2r r rl1
N y 1
f y 0 q f y 0 s yc f y 0 y f y 0 .  .  .  . .  .  .  . .2 2 1 2r r r r rl1
=
h
f y 0 y . CC .  . .2 22r /y 0 .
  .  ..Suppose finally that inf y t y l , l y y t ) 0. Then there exists a0 F t - T 1 2
 . <  . <  .positi¨ e number k T depending only on T such that u l , t F k T ,i irw xi s 1, 2, for all t in 0, T .
 .Proof. To get the estimate from below for u l , t , introduce the1 1r
 . m   . m.auxiliary function g r, t s Arr q g t y Arl , with A a positive1 1 1
 .  .constant to be found. First of all notice that g l , t s g t . Further1 1 1
 .  mq 2 .  .  . compute L u y g s y Arr m m y N q 2 q cg t s yF A,Ç1 1 1
.  . mq 2m, r q cg t . Thus, choosing A G l and if m is great enough it holdsÇ1 2
 .  .that F A, m, r G mr2 uniformly in r, and, taking m such that g t FÇ1
 .  .  .mr2c, g t F F A, m, r ; this implies that L u y g F 0. Choosing AÇ1 1 1
 .   . .   . . such that f G g r, 0 and u y t , t G g y t , t this is always possible1 1 1 1
 . w x.because y t ) l ) 0 for all t in 0, T and, using the maximum principle,1
 .  .  .  .u r, t G g r, t . Furthermore, because u l , t y g l , t s 0 it holds1 1 1 1 1 1
that
A2
w xu l , t G g l , t s ym , t g 0, T . .  .1 1 1 1 mq1r r l1
mq 2 m mq2 m .   . .Using g r, t s yl rr q g t q l rl , with m great enough,1 2 1 2 1
m my2 .an upper bound is obtained. In the same way, using g r, t s r rl q2 1
  . m my2 .  .g t y l rl , the upper bound for u l , t is obtained. In order to2 2 1 2 2r
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 .   . .estimate u l , t from below notice that, by Remark 2.3, u y t , t G k,2 2 2r r
with k a positive number not depending on t. Now it is easy to check, using
w x   .11, Theorem 5.2, p. 320 notice that by CC here I am reduced to its2
0.  .regularity hypotheses that u , u g C D y . So a minimum point .2 2 Tr r t
 . x, t for u which, by the maximum principle, would be on the para-2 r
.  .   ..  .bolic boundary and such that u x, t - min cl r N y 1 g t , k,Ç2 2 2r
 ..  .min f r would necessarily be of the type l , t and it would ber gw s0., l x 2 22 r
 .true that u l , t F 0, i.e.,2 2r r
N y 1 N y 1
y u l , t q cu l , t s y u l , t q cg t F 0. .Ç .  .  .2 2 2 2 2 2 2r t rl l2 2
This is proved remarking that u s u q hrr solves a problem of typei i
X X w x w x a y g in Q s 0, 1 = 0, T , i s 1, 2 to see this, perform the sameT
.change of variables as in Lemma 1.3 . Now notice that by the regularity
 . w xassumptions and by CC , all the hypotheses of 11, Theorem 5.2, p. 3202
are fulfilled. The last inequality contradicts the hypotheses.
 .Therefore, for all t g 0, T it holds that
cl2
u l , t G min g t , k , min f r . .  .  .Ç2 2 2 2r r /N y 1 w  . xrg s 0 , l2
This remark completes the proof. Q.E.D.
 .  .  .2.5. LEMMA. Let T , y, u , u be a solution of 1.1 ] 1.5 . Let hypothe-1 2 1
 . 1qhr2w x.sis 2.0 stated in Remark 2.3 hold for u and suppose g g C 0, T ,2 i
2qhw x. 2qhw x.f g C l , y , and f g C y , l . Suppose further that f and g1 1 0 2 0 2 i i
 .i s 1, 2 fulfill the compatibility conditions of order 0 at t s 0 and, further-
more, they satisfy the following compatibility conditions of order one,
N y 1
f l q f l s cg 0 , .  .  .Çi i i i ir r rl1
N y 1
f y 0 q f y 0 s yc f y 0 y f y 0 .  .  .  . .  .  .  . .i i 1 2r r r r rl1
=
h
f y 0 y , CC .  . .i i2r /y 0 .
  .  ..i s 1, 2. Let finally inf y t y l , l y y t ) 0. Then there exists a0 F t - T 1 2
 .  .positi¨ e number k T , depending only on T , such that u F k T in itsi r
domain, i s 1, 2.
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2.6. Remark. By Lemma 2.5 and Remark 2.3, sup y - q`.Çt gw0, T .
 . Ny2  Ny2 .Proof of Lemma 2.5. Define g r, t s yArr q Ary y hry
 .and A a positive constant to be found; notice that g y, t s yhry,
 . .  .   . Ny1 2 .g q N y 1 rr g s 0, and g r, t s yy A N y 2 ry y hry sÇr r r t
 .  .yyb A, t . By hypothesis, A can be chosen so great that b A, t ) 0 forÇ
w xall t in 0, T and such that the following inequalities hold:
i f r ) g r , 0 if l F r - y 0 , f r - g r , 0 if y 0 - r F l , .  .  .  .  .  .  .1 1 2 2
g t ) g l , t , g t - g l , t ; .  .  .  .1 1 2 2
ii max max f r y g r , 0 , max f r y g r , 0 ; .  .  .  .  . .  .1 r 2 r / r r .  .l FrFy 0 y 0 FrFl1 2
sup u l , t y g l , t , sup u l , t y g l , t - 0. .  .  .  .1 1 r 1 2 2 r 2 / 5r r
0Ft-T 0Ft-T
 .With these assumptions, consider in D [ D l , y and D [1 T 1 2
 .D y, l , which are well defined by hypothesis, the two functions w s uT 2 1 1
y g and w s u y g . Notice that w is superparabolic if y G 0 and w isÇ2 2 1 2
subparabolic if y F 0.Ç
 .   .Suppose that y 0 ) 0 the case y 0 - 0 can be treated in the sameÇ Ç
.  4way . Suppose further that t , t , . . . , t , . . . is the ordered sequence of0 1 j
points in which y s 0, before a possible accumulation point of zeros for y.Ç Ç
  . .By the hypotheses w G 0 for t F t and so, because w y t , t s 0,1 0 1
  . .   . . u y t , t F g y t , t . Now, using the parabolicity of w notice that w1 r 1 ir r r
 . .  . 2 .solves c q N y 1 rr c y N y 1 rr c s c in D , i s 1, 2, and thatr r r t i
.there is regularity enough to apply the strong maximum principle and by
 .means of ii it holds that u F g , t F t .1 r 0r
  . .Consider then u and notice that y G 0, t F t , implies u y t , t FÇ2 0 2 r
  . .   . .  .u y t , t F g y t , t when t F t . The parabolicity of w and ii im-1 r 0 2r r
plies then u F g , t F t . In particular, by this and by the fact that2 r 0r
  . .  .w y t , t s 0, w r, t F 0.2 2 0
w xUsing the subparabolicity of w in t , t , the parabolicity of w2 0 1 i r
 .  .  .i s 1, 2 , taking into account ii , and the Stefan condition 1.3 , it holds2
that
w s u y g F 0 in D l r , t ¬ t F t F t , i s 1, 2. 4 .i i r i 0 1r r
This argument can be continued until I possibly find an accumulation
point tU for the set of zeros of y, and I can also suppose that there existsÇ
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U w U xÄ Äno t ) t such that y ' 0 in t , t . This is because if such a t would exist,Ç
 . U 4  .Äin D l r, t ¬ t F t F t , w would be parabolic i s 1, 2 and the argu-i i
U U Äments used to get the estimates for t - t should hold for t F t F t.
 U .Next, notice first that y t s 0. Furthermore remark that in the caseÇ
  U . U ..  .whether it should be proved that w y t , t - 0, by ii , by the facti r
  . . Uthat w y t , t F 0 if t F t , and by using the strong maximum principlei r
 w xapplied to w , i s 1, 2 see, e.g., 7, Theorem 5, p. 39 and the remarki r
.which follows it it should hold that
w r , tU - 0, .1 r
U U Uw r , t - 0 in l , y t and y t , l , respectively. .  .  .2 1 2r
Thus either tU s T and then there is nothing else to prove, or I might
consider a point tU q d , with d a little enough positive number such that
 U .  U .y t q d would be different from zero, and such that, taking u r, t q dÇ i
 .  .  .i s 1, 2 as initial data, conditions i ] ii stated at the beginning of the
proof were true by continuity of u . Therefore the algorithm used beforei r
could be iterated locally in t. This would be enough to get the a priori
 . 4estimates in D l r, t ¬ t F t F T for an arbitrary T F T.i 0
  U . U .Hence I assume that w y t , t s 0, i s 1, 2, and get an absurdi r
result.
  U . U .y t , t would be an absolute maximum point for w in D , withi irU U U 1w x   . .  .  .t g 0, t , i s 1, 2. But g y t , t s 0, 1.2 holds, u g C D , andt i i
0 .u g C D .i ir r
 .Thus, by using 1.2 ,
N y 1
U U U U U Uw y t , t s y w y t , t q cu y t , t .  .  . .  .  .i i ir r r ty
s cu y tU , tU s ycy tU u y tU , tU .  .  . .  .Çi it r
chy tU .Ç
q s 0,U2y t .
 wand this contradicts the Vy'borny']Friedman theorem see, e.g., 17, Theo-
x w xrem 7, p. 174 , with use of 7, Theorem 5, p. 39, and Theorem 12, p. 75 to
.fulfill hypotheses .
 .  w x4Suppose next that y 0 s 0. Considering t [ sup t ) 0 ¬ y ' 0 in 0, t ,Ç Ç
 . 4we notice that, by parabolicity of w in D l r, t ¬ t F t F t , w F 0 ini i 0 i r
 . 4  .D l r, t ¬ 0 F t F t , and we further remark that for i s 1, 2, u r, ti i
 .  .  .  . satisfies conditions i ] ii with y t in place of y 0 this fact holding by
the Vy'borny']Friedman theorem applied to w , with use of the samei r
.arguments as before . Then either t s T , and nothing else needs to be
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 .proved, or I can take u r, t q d , i s 1, 2, as initial data, with d a smalli
 .  .  .enough positive number such that conditions i ] ii hold true with y t q d
 .  .in place of y 0 this fact holding by continuity of w and w and such thati i r
 .y t q d / 0. I am thus reduced to the case y / 0. Q.E.D.Ç Ç
 .  .  .2.7. LEMMA. Let T , y, y , u be a solution of 1.1 ] 1.5 . Let hy-1h 2 h 1
 .  .pothesis 2.0 of Remark 2.3 hold for u and let g , f i s 1, 2 be as in2 h i i
Lemma 2.5. For all m G N y 2 define
hy my 10
H f , g [ h ) 0 : f r q F 0 in l , y ; .  .  .m 1 1 1 1 0m r
hy my 10 w xg t q F 0 in 0, T . .1 m 5l1
 .Suppose further that there exists a m g 0, q` such that if m G m, then
 .  . w .H f , g / B. Then, if m G m, for all h in H f , g and for t g 0, T itm 1 1 m 1 1
 .  . .  .2holds that ­ u r­ r y t , t G hmry t .1, h
 .Proof. I omit the index h, introduce the auxiliary function u r, t sÄ1
 . my 1 m  .  .   .my 1 m.u r, t q hy rr , and compute L u s L u q h L y t rr sÄ1 1 1
  . my 2 m.w  .  .. 2 . xy h m y 1 y rr ym m y N q 2 r m y 1 yrr q cy . There-Ç
fore L u G 0 if and only ifÄ1
m m y N q 2 y
y F . 2.1 .Ç 2 / /c m y 1 r
By Remark 2.3 there exists an upper bound for y not depending on h, soÇ
 .there exists a m such that if m G m, 2.1 is true uniformly with respect to
 .r and t and, further, H f , g / B. Now I can apply the maximumm 1 1
  . .principle and get u F 0 and thus, because u y t , t s 0, it can be easilyÄ Ä1 1
  . .   . .  .2shown that u y t , t G 0, i.e., u y t , t G hmry t . Q.E.D.Ä1 1r r
2.8. Remark. By Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.7 it holds that inf yÇt gw0, T .
) y`.
In order to use Corollary 1.6, I have only to show that for all T ) 0 such
 .  .  .that there exists a solution T , y, u , u of 1.1 ] 1.5 it holds that1 2 1
min inf y t y l , inf l y y t ) 0. .  . .  . 51 2
T)tG0 T)tG0
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To this aim, and omitting the index h for simplicity of notation, I prove the
following result:
 w x.  .2.9. LEMMA inspired by 19, Lemma 1, p. 152 . Let T , y, u , u be a1 2
 .  .  .solution of 1.1 ] 1.5 . Let the hypotheses 2.0 stated in Remark 2.3 hold1
 .  .for u . Let g , f i s 1, 2 be as in Lemma 2.5. Let z g 0, q` be such2 i i 1
 . that l - z - l and choose m g 0, q` so great and h so little that this is1 1 2
 .possible because 2.2 does not depend on h, so I can fix the right m and then
 . .choose h such that the negati¨ ity condition 2.3 on u is fulfilled1
hz my 11
i u s u q is subparabolic in its domain. 2.2 .  .1 1 mr
u l , 0 F 0, u r , 0 F 0. 2.3 .  .  .1 1 1
 .  .Suppose further that there exist two superparabolic functions u r and u r11 21
 .  .whose domains are respecti¨ ely D z , l and D z , l , such thatT 1 1 T 1 2
ii g t F u l , t g 0, T , .  .  . .1 11 1
w xf r F u r , r g l , y , .  .1 11 1 0
0 F g t F u l , t g 0, T , .  . .2 21 2
hz my 1 hz my 11 1 w xmax 0, f r q F u r q , r g y , l , .  .2 21 0 2m m /r r
h
u z s y , i s 1, 2. .i1 1 z1
 .Suppose finally that for all t in 0, T
u z y u z ) 0 2.4 .  .  .11 1 21 1r r
U  .  U .  .and that there exists a t ) 0 such that z F y t ; t g 0, t . Then z F y t0 1 0 1
 .; t g 0, T .
 .  .In the same way, let z g 0, q` be such that l - z - l and let u r2 1 2 2 12
 .  .and u r be two subparabolic functions with domain in D l , z , and22 T 1 2
 .D z , l , respecti¨ ely. Suppose further thatT 2 2
h
iii u l F g t F y , t g 0, T , .  .  . .12 1 1 l1
h
w xu r F min f r , y , r g l , y , .  .12 1 1 0 /r
0 F u l F g t , t g 0, T , .  . .22 2 2
w xu r F f r , r g y , l , .  .22 2 0 2
h
u z s y , i s 1, 2. .i2 2 z2
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w .  .  .Suppose finally that for all t in 0, T , u z y u z - 0 and that there12 2 22 2r r
U  .  U .  .  .exists a t ) 0 such that z G y t ; t g 0, t . Then z G y t ; t g 0, T .0 2 0 2
 w x  . 4Proof. Let t [ inf t g 0, T : y t - z and notice that, by the as-0 1
sumptions made, t is greater than 0. Suppose now that t - T and get an0 0
absurd result.
 .  .  .By definition of t , y t s z , y t G z for all t in 0, t , and for all0 0 1 1 0
 .  .d ) 0 there exists a t in t , t q d such that y t F z .0 0 1
 .Next, take t g 0, t . Because0
h
my 1 my1u y t , t s z y y F 0, i s 1, 2, . .  .1 1my
 .  .  .  .by i ] ii and inasmuch as z F y t for all t g 0, t , the maximum1 0
my 1 m .principle implies that u z , t F 0. Set u [ u q hz rr , u [ u q1 1 2 2 1 i1 i1
my 1 mhz rr , i s 1, 2, and w [ u y u s u y u , i s 1, 2.1 i1 i1 i i1 i
Notice that u G 0 by hypothesis; further, the following facts hold:21
w l , t G 0, w r , 0 G 0, .  .11 1 11
w z , t s yu z , t G 0, .  .11 1 1 1
w l , t G 0; w r , 0 G 0, .  .21 2 21
w y t , t s u y t , t y u y t , t G 0. .  .  . .  .  .21 21 1
Now, for i s 1, 2, w is superparabolic in its domain. Thereforei1
w G 0, i s 1, 2. 2.5 .i1
 .   . .   . .Recalling that y t s z , I conclude that w y t , t s u y t , t y0 1 i1 0 0 i, 1 0 0
  . .   . .   . .u y t , t s 0, i s 1, 2. Hence w y t , t F 0, w y t , t G 0,1 0 0 11 0 0 r 21 0 0 r
i.e.,
u y t , t G u y t , t , .  . .  .1 r 0 0 11 r 0 0
u y t , t F u y t , t . .  . .  .2 r 0 0 21 r 0 0
 .  .Furthermore, the Stefan condition 1.3 together with formula 2.4 im-2
plies that
y t s u y t , t y u y t , t .  .  . .  .Ç 0 1 r 0 0 2 r 0 0
G u y t , t y u y t , t ) 0. .  . .  .11 r 0 0 21 r 0 0
 .Using again the fact that y t s z , the former formula implies that there0 1
 .  .exists a d ) 0 such that y t ) z in t , t q d , and this is in contradic-1 0 0
tion with the definition of t .0
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In a completely similar way I get the estimates from below for l y y;2
just consider, in place of u and u , the functions u s u q hrr, whichÄi 1 i i i
are superparabolic, and the functions u s u q hrr. Then the sameÄ2, i 2, i
arguments of the previous case can be used.
Finally, by Remark 2.3, it is easy to check that u s u q hrr G 0 ifÄ2 2
 .r G y t . This fact permits us not to use the corresponding hypotheses
 .  .2.2 ] 2.3 . Q.E.D.
I now state some hypotheses on the initial and boundary data that will
be useful below.
 .  . 2y2r q .Assumption C. Let y g l , l and h g 0, q` , f g W l , y0 1 2 1 1 0
2y2 q . 1w ..and f g W y , l ; suppose that g g C 0, q` , i s 1, 2. Suppose2 0 2 i
further that
f r - 0 if l F r - y , f y s 0, f y ) 0, .  .  .1 1 0 1 0 1 0r
f r ) 0 if y - r F l , f y s 0, f y ) 0, .  .  .2 0 2 1 0 2 0r
g 0 s f l , i s 1, 2, g t - 0, g t ) 0, 0 F t F T ; .  .  .  .i i i 1 2
Then we say that f [ f y hrr and g [ g y hrr, i s 1, 2, fulfilli, h i i, h i
Assumption C.
2.10. Remark. It is easy to check that if I take as initial and boundary
 .data some functions f and g fulfilling Assumption C i s 1, 2i, h i, h
1qhr2w .. 2qhw x.and such that g g C 0, q` , f g C l , y , and f gih 1h 1 0 2 h
2qhw x.  .  .C y , l , with y s y 0 , and supposing further that CC of Lemma0 2 0 i
2.5 holds then, taking h little enough, all the regularity and growth
conditions stated in Lemmas 2.5, 2.7, and 2.9 are satisfied with an
.appropriate choice of m to fulfill the requests of the last one . Further,
taking in Lemma 2.9, u s yA2 rr Ny2 q B , i, j s 1, 2, with a suitablei j i j i j
choice of the coefficients A , B g R, i, j s 1, 2 notice that u isi j i j i j
.parabolic with respect to the parabolic operator L it is possible to find
two positive numbers z and z not depending on h and satisfying the1 2
hypotheses of Lemma 2.9.
2.11. COROLLARY. Suppose that, for i s 1, 2, f , g , f , and g are asi i i, h i, h
 .in Assumption C, with y 0 s y . Then there exists a positi¨ e real number h0
 .  .  .such that, for all 0 - h F h, e¨ery solution T , y , u , u of 1.1 ] 1.5 ,h 1h 2 h 1
with f and g taken as initial and boundary data, respecti¨ ely, fulfilli, h i, h
 .  .1 ] 2 of Corollary 1.6.
Proof. If g and f are as in Remark 2.10, then the thesis is ani, h i, h
immediate consequence of Lemmas 2.5, 2.7, and 2.9, whose hypotheses
hold by Remark 2.5.
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In particular, by Corollary 1.6, there exists a unique global solution
 .y , u , u to Problem P with initial and boundary data g and f ,h 1h 2 h i, h i, h
respectively, i s 1, 2.
To get rid of the stronger regularity hypotheses on the data, let us solve
Problem P with smooth enough data approaching appropriately f andi, h
g , then pass to the limiting using Remark 2.3.i, h
 k 4 1qhr2w x.First of all choose a sequence of functions g ; C 0, Tih k g N
1w x. k  .  .which converges to g in C 0, T and such that, for all k, g 0 s g 0 ,ih ih ih
k  .  . w  .x w  . xg 0 s g 0 . Further, set I [ l , y 0 , I [ y 0 , l ,Ç Çih ih 1 1 2 2
N y 1
2qhF [ j g C I : j l q j l s g 0 ; .  .  .  .Çi i i i i i i ihr r r l i
N y 1
j y 0 q j y 0 .  . .  .i ir r rl i
h
s y f y 0 y f y 0 f y 0 y .  .  . .  .  . .1h 2 h ih 2r r r 5 /y 0 .
and
h
J [ F l j l s g 0 , j y 0 s y , j l .  .  .  . .i i i i i , h i i ir y 0 .
s f l , j y 0 s f y 0 , .  .  . .  .ih i i ihr r r 5
i s 1, 2. It is not difficult to show that J is dense ini
h
2y2r qW I l j l s g 0 , j y 0 s y , j l .  .  .  .  . .q i i i i , h i i ir y 0 .
s f l , j y 0 s f y 0 , .  .  . .  .ih i i ihr r r 5
 k 4 2y2r q .i s 1, 2; so a sequence f ; J converging to f in W I ,ih k g N i i j q i
i s 1, 2, can be found and, by definition of J , its elements satisfy all thei
 .  .hypotheses stated in Remark 2.10. Therefore 1 and 2 of Corollary 1.6
Ä .  .hold true, with the same K T and K T for all k in N. Now, just as at the
 .  .beginning of the proof, we can solve 1.1 ] 1.5 with initial and boundary1
k k  k k k .data f and g , respectively: setting T , y , u , u the correspondingih i j h 1h 2 h
5 k 5 2.1. ksolution and using Remark 2.3, ¨ y ¨ ª 0 as k ª q`, with ¨qih ih ih
and ¨ as in Remark 2.3. By the immersion and trace theorems holdingih
2, 1  w x.for W see, e.g., 11 this is enough to get the thesis. Q.E.D.q
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Now I state and prove the main result of this section.
2.12. THEOREM. Suppose that, for i s 1, 2, f and g fulfill Assump-ih ih
 .tion C, with y 0 s y . Then there exists a positi¨ e real number h such that for0
all 0 - h - h there exists one and only one global in time solution of
 .  .1.1 ] 1.5 with initial data f and boundary data g , i s 1, 2.1 ih ih
Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of Corollary 2.11 and
Corollary 1.6. Q.E.D.
3. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR AS t ª q` WHEN THE
SOURCE TERMS ARE NULL
In this section I am interested in studying the properties of the global
 .  .  .solution y, u , u of 1.1 ] 1.5 when t ª q`.1 2 1
First of all some more notation is needed.
 .  .  .  .  .  .Set y t [ y t y l , z [ r y l ry t , ¨ z, t [ u y z q l , t . It is1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
easy to check that ¨ solves the following initial-boundary value parabolic1
problem,
¨ 1 z z¨ y y b ¨ s 0, in 0, 1 = 0, T , .  .1 t 1 1 z2y1
¨ 0, t s g t , .  .1 1 3.0 .1
h
¨ 1, t s y , .1 y t .
 .  .   . .  .  ..  ..where b z, t [ N y 1 r y t z q l y y t zry t 1ry t .Ç1 1 1 1 1
 .  .  .  .  .In the same way, defining y t [ l y y t , z [ l y r ry t , ¨ z , t2 2 2 2 2
 .[ u yy z q l , t , it holds that2 2 2
¨ 2 z z¨ y y b ¨ s 0 in 0, 1 = 0, T , .  .2 t 2 2z2y2
¨ 0, t s g t , .  .2 2 3.0 .2
h
¨ 1, t s y , .2 y t .
 .  .   . .  .  ..  ..where b z , t [ N y 1 r yy t z q l y y t zry t 1ry t .Ç2 2 2 2 2
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 .Let c and c be two real numbers and let a r be the solution of the1 2 c c1 2
stationary problem
N y 1
u q u s 0 in l , l , .r r r 1 2r
u l , t s c , .1 1
u l , t s c . .2 2
 .It is easy to compute a r explicitly:c c1 2
Ny2 Ny2 Ny2l l c y c 1 c l y c l .  .1 2 2 1 2 2 1 1
a r s y q . .c c Ny2 Ny2 Ny2 Ny2 Ny21 2  /l y l r l y l2 1 2 1
 .Ny2 .  Ny2For the sake of simplicity define A [ l l c y c r l yc c 1 2 2 1 21 2Ny2 .l and set1
DT [ r , t : 0 F t F T , l F r F y t , 4 .  .1 1
DT [ r , t : 0 F t F T , y t F t F l , 4 .  .2 2
DT [ l , l = 0, T , .  .1 2
QT [ 0, 1 = 0, T . .  .
 .  .  .  .  .  .Further define u r, t [ u r, t if l F r F y t , u r, t [ u r, t if y t1 1 2
F r F l .2
 .It is easy to check that if T , y, u , u is a solution of Problem P with1 2
1 T .q ) 3, then u g W D .2
In what follows, whenever I want to emphasize the dependence of the
 .  .solutions of 3.1 ] 3.5 by h, I add an index h in their notation.1
The following is the main result of this section:
3.1. THEOREM. If the hypotheses of Theorem 2.12 hold and if two
non-zero real numbers c and c , with c - yhrl and c ) yhrl can be1 2 1 1 2 2
found such that
5 5 1 5 5 ` 5 5 1g q g q g y c - q`, i s 1, 2,L 0 , q`. L 0 , q`. L 0 , q`.i i i it t
then there exists a positi¨ e number h such that if 0 - h F h, the following
assertions hold:
 .  .  .i u r, t con¨erges uniformly to a r when t ª q`;h c c1 2
 .  .  w xii y t ª y#, where y# belongs to S [ r g l , l : yhrr sh h, c c 0 11 2
 .4a r .c c1 2
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Remark. Notice that, by Assumption C, it holds that c - yhrb; this1
fact and the hypothesis on c made in Theorem 3.1 imply that S is2 hc c1 2
always a non-empty set.
In order to prove Theorem 3.1, I need the following
 .3.2. PROPOSITION. Suppose that g : 0, q` ª R is such that g gi i ¬0, Q .1y1r2 q ..  .W 0, Q for all Q g 0, q` , with i s 1, 2 and q ) 3; let for e¨ery h
Ä Ä .belonging to 0, h , with h a fixed positi¨ e number, a global solution
 .  .  .y , u , u of 3.1 ] 3.5 exist such that:h h1 h2 1
 .   ..   ..1 inf y t ) 0, inf y t ) 0;t G 0 h1 t G 0 h2
 .2 there exist two real numbers c and c , with c - c , such that1 2 1 2
5 5 1, 1S / B and, setting g [ g y c , i s 1, 2, g - q`,Ä Ä W 0, q`.h, c c i i i 11 2
5 5 1, 1g - q`;Ä W 0, q`.2
 . 5 . .5 ` 5 . .5 `3 ­ u r­ r l , t - q`, ­ u r­ r l , t -L 0, q`. L 0, q`.h1 1 h2 2
Ä`5 5q`, y - q`. Then there exists a h F h such that, for e¨ery h inÇ L 0, q`.h
 .0, h , the foregoing assertions hold;
 .  .  .4 u r, t con¨erges uniformly to a r when t ª q`;h c c1 2
 .  .5 y t ª y#, where y# belongs to S .h h, c c1 2
Proof. The proof is divided into three steps. I omit the index h for the
sake of simplicity.
 2  . ..Step 1 L a priori estimate for drdr u y a . Set U [ u y a ,c c i i c c1 2 1 2
i s 1, 2, and U [ u y a . It is easy to check that for i s 1, 2, U solvesc c i1 2
N y 1
U y U y U s 0 in D , 3.1 .i i i i it r r rr
U l , t s g t , 3.2 .  .  .Äi i i i
h
U y t , t s y y a y t , 3.3 .  .  . .  .i c c i1 2y t .
0q1 .  .  .with g g C 0, q` , g t ª 0 if t ª q`, i s 1, 2. Multiplying 3.1Ä Äi i 1
by rU and integrating over DT, I obtain1 1
rU U dr dt y rU U dr dt y N y 1 U U dr dt s 0, .HH HH HH1 1 1 1 1 1t r r rT T TD D D1 1 1
and, by the Fubini]Tonelli theorem, it holds that
T2
rU U dr dt q r U dr dt y y t U y t , t U y t , t dt .  .  . .  . .HH HH H1 1 1 1 1t r rT TD D 01 1
T
q l U l , t g t dt y N y 2 U U dr dt s 0. 3.4 .  .  .  .ÄH HH1 1 1 1 1 1r rT0 D1
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 . TIn the same way, multiplying 3.1 by rU and integrating over D , I get2 2 2
T2
rU U dr dt q r U dr dt q y t U y t , t U y t , t dt .  .  . .  . .HH HH H2 2 2 2 2t r rT TD D 02 2
T
y l U l , t g t dt y N y 2 U U dr dt s 0. 3.5 .  .  .  .ÄH HH2 2 2 2 2 2r rT0 D2
 .  .Adding 3.5 to 3.4 , I get
d 22r U dr dt q r U dr dt .  .HH HH r
T TdtD D
T
q y t h q y t a y t , t dt y N y 2 U U dr dt .  .  .  . .Ç  .H HHc c r1 2 T0 D
T T
y l U l , t U l , t dt q l U l , t U l , t dt s 0 .  .  .  .H H2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1r r
0 0
and, by the Fubini]Tonelli theorem,
l l  .y T1 12 2rU r , T dr y rU r , 0 dr q h y T y y 0 q j a j dj .  .  .  .  . .H H H c c1 2
l l 02 2
N y 2 . T2 2 2q r U dr dt y U l , t y U l , t dt .  .  . .HH Hr 1 2
T 2D 0
T T
y l U l , t g t dt q l U l , t g t dt s 0. .  .  .  .Ä ÄH H2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1r r
0 0
 . < <  .Now notice that, by hypothesis 2 and because g i s 1, 2 is definitivelyÄi
q`  .2  .2 .not greater than 1 as t ª q`, H g t y g t dt F K, with K aÄ Ä0 1 2
 .positive number not depending on T. Using hypothesis 3 to control the
last two integrals,
l l1 122 2rU r , T dr q r U dr dt F k rU r , 0 dr q k , 3.6 .  .  .  .H HH Hr 1 2 /Tl D l2 2
where k and k do not depend on T.1 2
 2 .Step 2 a priori estimate for the L norm of u , w , and y . SettingÇt r
1 2 2 .  .  .  .a z, t [ a y z q l , t , a z , t [ a yy z q l , t , and V [ ¨c c c c 1 1 c c c c 2 2 i i1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
iya , i s 1, 2, the following equalities hold:c c1 2
V1 z z
V y y b V s 0 in 0, 1 = 0, T , .  .1 t 1 1 z2y1
V 0, t s g , . Ä1 1 3.0 .3
h
1V 1, t s y y a 1, t . .  .1 c c1 2y t .
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Analogously it holds that
V2 z z
V y y b V s 0 in 0, 1 = 0, T , .  .2 t 2 2 z2y2
3.0 .4h
2V 0, t s g t s y y a 1, t , .  .  .Ä2 2 c c1 2y t .
0q1 .  .with g g C 0, q` , g t ª 0, if t ª q`, i s 1, 2.Äi i
 . TMultiplying 3.0 by y V and integrating over Q , I get that3 1 1 t
V 1, t V 1, t1 1 d  .  .T 1 12 t z2y V dz dt q V dz dt y dt .HH HH H .1 1 1t zT T2 y dt yQ Q 01 1
V 0, t V 0, t .  .T 1 1t zq dt q y b V V dz dt s 0,H HH 1 1 1 1z tTy0 Q1
and thus
1 1 d2 2y V dz dt q V dz dt .HH HH  .1 1 1t zT T2 y dtQ Q 1
A1 hyÇT c c1 2q y y V 1, t dt .ÇH 1Ny1 2 z /y y y0
V 0, t V 0, t .  .T 1 1t zq dt q y b V V t dz dt s 0.H HH 1 1 1 1 tzTy0 Q1
 .  .  .Therefore, recalling that V z, t ry t s U r, t , it holds that1 z 1 1 r
1 11 22
y V dz dt q V z , T dz . .  .HH H1 1 1t zT 2 y T .Q 0 1
1 1 1 yÇ1 2 2y V z , 0 dz q V dz dt . .H HH1 12z zT2 y 0 2 y .0 Q1 1
N y 2 A hy . ÇT c c1 2q y y U y t , t dt . .ÇH 1Ny1 2 r /y y0
V 0, t V 0, t .  .T 1 1t zq dt q y b V V dz dt s 0. 3.7 .H HH 1 1 1 1z tTy0 Q1
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 . TIn the same way, multiplying 3.0 by y V , integrating over Q , and4 2 2 t
 .  .  .recalling that V z, t ry t s yU r, t , I have that2 2 2z r
1 1 212
y V dz dt q V z , T dz . .HH H  .2 2 2t zT 2 y T .Q 0 2
1 1 21
y V z , 0 dz .H  .2z2 y 0 .0 2
N y 2 A y1 y hy . ÇÇ ÇT c c1 22q V dz dt y y U y t , t dt . .HH H2 22 Ny1 2z rT  /2 y y yQ 02
V 0, t V 0, t .  .2 2T t zq dt q y b V V dz dt s 0. 3.8 .H HH 2 2 2 2z tTy0 Q2
 .  .Add 3.7 to 3.8 and, remarking that A ) 0, choose h so little thatc c1 2
 . Ny1 . 2 ..inf N y 2 A ry t y hry t ) 0; furthermore, recall thatt G 0 c c1 2
  .  .. 5 5 `inf min y t , y t ) 0, y - q` by hypothesis, and also thatÇ L 0, q`.t G 0 1 2
r y y1
U r , t s V z , t q y t V z , t , .  .  .  .Ç1 1 1t t zy1
y y r2
U r , t s V z , t q y t V z , t , .  .  .  .Ç2 2 2t t zy2
U y t , t y U y t , t s y t . .  .  . .  . Ç1 2r r
 .  .  .Thus, by 3.6 and by the definition of b z, t and b z , t , I get that the1 2
following inequality holds,
l T12 2 2U dr dt q U x , T dr q y t dt F K , .  .  .  .ÇHH H Ht r
TD l 02
with K a non-negative real number not depending on T.
 . 1 .  ..Step 3 the conclusion . Notice that for all f in W l , l = 0, q`2 1 2
1  .and for L almost all t in 0, q` ,
l l 22 22 22f t , r dr F c f l q f l q f t , r dr , .  .  .  . .H H1 2 r /l l1 1
where c depends only on l and l . Therefore, integrating the former1 2
 .  .  .inequality on 0, q` with f s U, and using 3.6 and assertion 2 , I get
that
q`l2 2U dr dt - q`. 3.9 .H H
l 01
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 . wIn order to prove assertion 4 , it is now enough to imitate the proof of 8,
x  .  .  .Theorem 5.1 . As a consequence of 3.9 and assertion 4 , assertion 5 is
proved. Q.E.D.
<  . <Proof of Theorem 3.1. Notice that the estimates for u l , t proved ini r i
 . < <Lemma 2.4 and the ones for y i s 1, 2 and y obtained in Lemmas 2.5,Çhi h
2.7, and 2.9 do not depend on T ; therefore I can use directly Proposition
3.2. Q.E.D.
 .3.3. Remark. If a global solution exists but S s B, assertion 4 ofh, c c1 2
Proposition 3.2 never holds. Then, when does it happen? Another interest-
ing question occurs when for some h it can happen that a global solution
exists, S / B, yet the following inequality holds: inf N yh, c c t G 01 2
. Ny1 . 2 ..2 A ry t y hry t F 0. In this case the proof of Step 2 of Propo-c c1 2
sition 3.2 does not hold. What happens then?
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